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Introduction:

I have re-written this book for the purpose of presenting the marketing tasks from 
the perspective of a Model.

There will not be sections such as “Ways to view OFM as an agency owner”,
“Networking”, et cetera.
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ONLYFANS

- Make sure you have a memorable username.

- In your bio, put the things that subscribers will get if they sign up, like chatting
with you, daily messages, weekly uploads to your feed, and the types of
content you put out. Be as descriptive as possible without being confusing.

- e.g.
- “@online and available to dm all day@ @solo, BG, GG, JOI, Toys, Stripteases,

Dirty Talk, Fetishes + Customs and I show my face here@ daily uncensored
uploads@ I love to do video dick ratings!@ if you have rebill on you can
message me for a premium video at the start of each month@”

- (Assume each “@” is a cute emoji like a heart or something like that.
- You can even put your height, weight and what you’re into, etc.)

.
- Use polls in your feed to understand your customers better, what they like to

see, content ideas, etc.

- Set a custom welcomemessage, this can be 1 min of the girl dancing, saying
welcome to my page or some shit like that.

- e.g.
- “Hi! Thank you so much for subscribing. If you want to talk to me, please do.

If you want anything special from me, please let me know. If you want to
send me pictures, go ahead and do that…”, and let them know how much it
costs for you to rate their photos or whatever kinds of messages you tend to
get. Personalize that message to your liking.”

- Create a tip menu. Literally just a restaurant menu but for models.

- Always set your profile to be active when online. Get your subs to get in the
habit of checking their accounts everyday and messaging you.

- If you want to keep your OF account, do not talk about in person work, give
people another way to contact you, get payment or deliver anything offsite.
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- Always use two step authentication on OF

- To incentivize auto-renew, around the end of the month, you send out an
“exclusive” video that fans can buy for a certain amount of money (10mins),
but they can get it for free if they turn auto-renew on.

- Chatting tip: mention that you’ve met your ex on OF cuz he/she spent a lot of
money. If they ask why you broke up, just state that he/she didn't have
<Personality characteristic/value that the sub you’re talking to has>.

- For posting - when you start out - 5 posts per day until you reach 30-50, then
you can move to 1 post every 2 days. 2 messages per day and 1 story per day.
You can schedule these to save time.

- Remember to create a list of priority customers and explore with custom
videos/products.

- Create an audio list for Dick reviews: Small, medium & large.

- At a high level when you have like a few million followers, you can price your
OF subscription fee as 20 or 25 dollars, and now you’d know that all of them
who pay up are high quality fans and much easier to upsell.

- When chatting, say something that proves the convo to be in real time, for
e.g. “let me close my curtains first so my neighbors won’t see me”

- SEND PPVs IN REAL TIME: If the video is of you stripping in 1 min, it should take
you a bit more than one minute to send it.
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PPVCAPTION EXAMPLES:

- Literally never done this before
- Picked a sub at random. This is for your eyes only
- Was so scared to upload this…
- This might get me banned…
- I was told not to share this… but fuck it, here
- Drunk sex during a rainstorm hits different…
- The image that made 57 men immediately cum
- You won't believe how wet this shirt is
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CONTENT THAT YOUMUST HAVE READY:

- At least 10+ flirty photos/selfies of yourself in bed (non-nude but suggestive,
try different angles and focuses: chest, crotch, ass, full body, tongue out face,
etc)

- At least 10+ nude photos/selfies of yourself (try different angles and focuses
like mentioned before)

- Dick rate audios
(1 for small, 1 for average, 1 for large.
For small, say something like “that’s actually my favorite size! All the larger
ones hurt so much…”.
For average, say something generic like “oh my god that is so thick and
sexy… It turns me on so much, I want to put that throbbing dick in my mouth
right now”.
For large, say something like “holy shit! That’s massive! I can imagine that
big shaft stretching my tight pussy/asshole apart, conquering me like your
bitch. Oh my god im so horny noww...”)

- At least 5-10 tease videos (non-nude, you can touch yourself through
clothing but nothing too stimulating. Tease your tits, or ass, or dick by
uncovering a bit of your clothing.)

- At least 5-10 tease videos (can be nude, e.g. fondling, light fingering, tongue
play, dirty talk, light self pleasuring through clothing, etc)

- At least 5-10 self pleasuring videos (preferably filmed in different
locations/different times)

If you are currently doing the chatting yourself, this will mean that they won't have to
do erotic things whilst they chat and instead focus on flirting with the guy. This is
more important when you have chatters because your vault content folder will be
their arsenal of weapons.
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Share for shares and collabs:

www.thecollabclub.co
You can find legitimate creators on this website who will do shout for shouts, and on
their profile you can see the percentage earner they are, and what percentage they
accept for your model. There are free and paid ones, but obviously you can climb
the ranks really quickly with the paid ones. There is even a community, which you
can leverage after getting your first model because you now have a site full of
needy OF creators.

OF LISTS:

Create a “VIP” club. Reach out to fans and tell them that you offer limited behind the
scenes, extended videos, better chatting, etc. Ask them for a tip like 50 dollars. What
you need to do is to create a new list called “VIP club”, and whenever you chat with
someone who paid, you click on that link and send your “special content”. Of course,
you have to shoot separate content for the VIP fans. It doesn't have to be something
crazy, it just has to be good quality and different.
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OF SEO:

How to rank high in Google for your OF link:

How Google chooses the top links is by gauging trust. How they gauge trust is by
seeing howmany different links are linked to the site, and basically howmany
mentions it gets. So Onlyfans is a high trust website because millions of people are
mentioning it online, and therefore when you sign up for an OF creator account you
immediately get some SEO benefits because you are piggybacking off of Onlyfans’
trust.

The benefit of this high trust score is that if you optimize your page correctly, you will
then be able to rank high for specific keywords that have high traffic for free on
Google.

For example, the search term “egirl” has 10-100k clicks pm, and if you rank the
highest in this search term, imagine the number of conversions you can get.
What you need to do is to start incorporating keywords throughout your OF. This is a
list of the best places to incorporate keywords for search traffic from Google.

- Display name
- Username
- Bio
- Posts

Make sure keywords are made into readable sentences because Google will check
that you’re not just spamming. Input them into your content too. A tip. Niche down
on your keywords too. For example, there will be tons of competition on the keyword
“milf”, but less competition on the keyword “milf feet”.

When you pick a niche, go to Google and find the analytics of the highest-ranking
search terms related to the niche and then create her bio and related things.
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CHATTING:

This is the time to get a STRONG GRIP on your subscriber. As a woman, you should
know of ALL the ways you can flirt and seduce a guy to make him fall in love - and
subsequently throw his wallet to you.

The Major Key to chatting is to simply build up a relationship/connection before you
get sexual (in most cases). Love sells better long term compared to Lust. You can
even dedicate 1 or 2 days just building a “connection” with a sub EVEN BEFORE you
say or send ANYTHING sexual.

To prevent this fromgetting evenmore complicated, I’ve decided to remove the
example chatting scripts. Inquire with a trusted Agency/Manager orModel
regarding the complexities of Chatting.
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TIKTOK

SETUP/SCHEDULE

- Post 3-4 times a day, first 30 days post 5 times a day 10 max.

- ANY publicity is good publicity. Use tools such as stitches, replies, the two
panel thingy, and use the controversy method to get mass exposure and
mass hate. Tate method basically.

- Marketing at scale (As Ethan Bayliss calls it). Set up multiple TikTok accounts.
Base all in different parts of the world. Use sim cards for this. For each of these
accounts, we post BREAKTHROUGH content. That’s content specifically
designed to feed the algorithm. And try to post different content on the
several profiles. This works for all social media platforms.

- Replicate viral content on all your TikTok accounts for insane amounts –
change a few variables. E.g. outfit, background, etc. Like all those pretty boys
on tiktok, same sound, different environment for months and months. Just do
that for the ones that perform the best.

- Hit the US market. They have the highest buying power.

- How to warm up: Put 10-15 videos (random ones of 10 secs each) in draft,
don’t upload, put a pfp and no bio. Next day you can post 2 videos (viral type
videos). Check the next day if there are views. Foreplay.

- Tiktok live. If you can, go live on up to 5 phones. Minimum 3 times a week.
When you stream, you will be using whatever location was in the SIM card
that you used for your original phone. Don’t interact with fans too much, show
off a bit, from time to time you can say “thanks NAME for subbing to my OF”,
etc. You can even wear an OF shirt. (logo only)
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- Gather a list of big tiktokers and OF creators, find their most viewed content
and just remake them.

- Best times to post: 10.30-12.30pm, 3.30-5.30pm, 7.30-10.30pm.

- Hashtag strategy: Either 4 niche specific per video, 4 broad, 3 specific 1 broad,
or 3 broad 1 specific.
Broad hashtags are like#FYP, #ForYou, #Viral, and #foryoupage. Post
specific hashtags are like #beauty, #comedy, #pov, #spicy, #relatable,
#Sexy, #link, #accountant, #model, #modeling, #modelstatus, etc.

- Always set up that IG button under the profile, and only link IG below that. You
don’t want to have a linktree or anything similar because those are instant
rejections if you try to appeal after a ban. Remember, Tiktok goes to IG, then
to OF.

- If you intend to directly convert TikTok viewers to linktree then OF, switch to a
business account and add your link, Make sure the account has 1k plus
followers or you won't be able to add a link without adding business info.

- Use #fakebody on every post, reduces chance of ban or strike.

- ALWAYS make sure HD posting is turned on.
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LIVE STRATEGIES:

- Put yogurt on your face, wipe a little off after a while and keep adding, you
could say something like “if we reach <goal number> likes I’ll put somemore.”

- You can also do some other suggestive stuff like gurgling water while looking
up and holding a sign that says “Only talking when someone with an 8 inch
joins”. Be creative. Eat a banana, put a pen in between your tits, do moaning
asmr, etc.

- You can talk about anything, but you want to focus on male topics like sports
and random rapport

- “Come over to my Instagram, I've got a big surprise over there so check it
out because its not going to be there for very long”

- You can do things like sing, even if you can't, as long as you’re cute you can
get away with it

- For the caption, “mentioned you in live” or something similar.

- Make sure to post the usual content before starting the live so that it really
hits the FYP algo.

- For new/small accounts, you can hold a whiteboard/paper and write down
names of new followers.
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HOWNOT TOGET BANNED:

Tiktok automatically puts creators into categories of “content types”. These are:
adult, yoga, fitness, cosplay, asmr, comedy, transitions, relationship advice, gaming,
meditation, etc.

When you keep posting content that gets labeled as “adult” by the tiktok algo, you
are more likely to get banned. So what you need to do is to post as many videos in
other categories as possible. For example, you can do yoga but make it extremely
sexual. E.g. piasweet_ for yoga, _blahfit for fitness, dessyyc for cosplay, etc.
You can post OF trends, but make sure to overlap with some of these non-adult
niches.

Low hanging fruit: Re-upload your videos from Tiktok to clapper, it’s pretty low
hanging fruit because you can directly plug your OF in your bio, and you can go live
immediately without needing 100 followers. You can even join clapper groups with
other models in your similar niche and create videos and lives together.
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How to go viral:

1. Capture attention
Open with something that doesn’t make sense
Open with something that is out of the ordinary
Open with controversy
Open with something highly relatable

2. Capture curiosity
Partially cover your face or body
Implied glow up transition e.g. baggy clothing
Text on screen/must watch to find out format
Use props

3. Viral sounds
Actively being used sounds
Majority vids within that sounds are doing the same trends

4. Luck
Timing
Audience pockets
Algo changes

(This emphasizes the importance of niching down. Luck is just probability, and you
need to position yourself in the market well enough to fully exploit the probability of
your success.)

When searching for videos to copy, use these points to do a screening to see if it's
viral material.
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INSTAGRAM? (There’s notmuch to share)

As you can probably tell, Instagram is so supremely boring and uninspiring to me
that I have not even bothered to come up with a martial art analogy for this one.

What do I even have to say about Instagram? It’s literally the simplest platform, and
there’s almost NO strategy when you disregard the MOTHER-SLAVE method.

SETUP:

- For warmup, start with 2 posts a day with 24 in total. Start with 10 follows a day
then increase by 10 a day, maximum 180. Follow and unfollow on alternate
days, and upload story archives.

- “The link you want is in here” in bio, which links to the your website which links
to OF.

- Post like a thirst trapper, but don’t seem like a sex worker. For content, you can
post clean lifestyle photos, show off her assets but don’t make it too sexual.
Shy girls get more money.

- Always post stories

- One post a day

- You should have an influencer – styled bio, short and snappy, not too
promotional.

- How to avoid bans – use a proxy or vpn the moment you receive an action
block, drop actions to 0. Don’t perform activities too quickly and space out
unfollows. You can block instead.
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- Use polls in stories to get market research.

- Use the remora method (as coined by TMDigital). Go to other OF models’
posts, DM the guys in her DMs with a short message like “hey”.

- For social proof, her Instagram should have 2k+ followers, 50+ posts, actively
posting stories daily, and have a story archive.

- For slave accounts, follow all the men who follow the mother account. To
warm up slave accounts, 10 actions per day, 1 week no links in bio. You will see
clicks in 2 weeks.

- For proxies, you can use VPN, pocketstream, potatto, etc.

- Slave accounts can funnel directly to OF for faster sales, but funneling to the
mother account is a better long term play.

- Repost TikToks to reels every day.
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REDDIT

- Use Imgur to upload your photos and get your links. Hold on to the picture in
the imgur album and press copy post link, not copy link, so it embeds right.
Make sure the link ends in .jpg. For videos copy the links but change the
ending with .gifv instead of .mp4.

- Redgifs for gifs

- Video/gif posts tend to perform better than photos. You should prioritize
these, and they can be easily made by chopping up some of your content.

- Once you gain 1k karma at least, you can start posting to much better
subreddits, depending on your niche.

- Another great way to find quality subreddits is to find OF models on the
platform and just see where they post on. You can even see what they’re best
post is and just copy. There are so many free references and market research
out there. On the subreddits r/creatorsadvice and r/onlyfanscreatorsadvice,
you can find, obviously, advice.

- You can also target SFW subreddits like r/selfies, make people think that
you’re a “good girl” and funnel them to your OF and let them see your “dirty
side”. Fancharm, SocialRise, etc are good for automation.

- DO NOT repost the same content to every subreddit like a lazy loser. Tailor
your content to the niche of each different subreddit.

- WATERMARK YOUR CONTENT
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HOWTO POST:

- Post different pictures. Using one and flooding it to all subreddits on the same
day KILLS your engagement. It distances followers on Reddit. Make your profile
diverse and interesting. Also, Reddit is cracking down on spammers. You may
get away with it for some time, or get banned in the first week. This is more
feasible once you have lots of karma, but when you're just starting, you'll get
into trouble.

- Reusing pictures and sharing one to multiple subreddits is fine. Just spread it
out over a few days. Wait some time before submitting the same picture.

- Never advertise in the title or comments, unless the subreddit explicitly allows
it. Rather attract users to your profile as described in the beginning.

- Avoid posting in promotional subreddits. Focus on building a following
through normal NSFW subreddits.

- Read the rules before you post. Only submit relevant content to relevant
subreddits. Also, check if there are any pinned posts with rules.

- Post special images to your profile only for your followers. Mention that it's
exclusive for them in the title.

- Post at the best time for each subreddit.

- Create eye-catching titles and try not to repeat them. Ask questions to
engage Redditors and gain traction. Ask something cute and witty.
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MODEL SUBREDDIT:

This is where you build a loyal following, post OF/Fansly leaks/teasers, and
repurpose content from other platforms.

Most OF models pin a post on their account as well as the subreddit that says 50%
off on OF or something promotional that funnels followers to their OF.
Of course people need an incentive to join your own subreddit. Post exclusive
content and make sure that your fans are aware of that.

The best time to post on Reddit is on Mondays between 6 AM and 8 AM and at the
other end of the week on Saturdays and Sundays between 7-9 AM and 8 AM -12 PM,
respectively.

You can make the most out of your Reddit efforts if you are posting in the early
mornings and post them on Mondays, Saturdays, and Sundays.
Post 2-5 times a day, but make your posts on your personal subreddit less frequent
because they are higher quality, like once every 2 or 3 days.
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EXACT STRATEGY/TIMELINE

(Got this from a Shane Francis video transcript, which is why the formatting might
sound odd. It’s because it's in spoken word.)

Of course, I’m not going to plagiarize intellectual property, so make sure to
subscribe to him at www.youtube.com/@shanecarrollfrancis

“Doing this correctly, you should expect about 200 to 300 subscribers per day on
a free page and about five to ten percent of that on a paid page.

The majority; about 90% of the subreddits that you're gonna ever need to post in
requires a 30-day aged account.

Number two:

Mysubs.cc: This is just a very simple tool or a website - the reason why it is so good
is because
Let's say I have feet put in here now because it's pretty safe for work but let's say
you have a creator that has
big boobs or she's brunette or she's into BDSM. You can specify and you can Niche
down very specifically what your creator is good at, so if I were to type in the
corner here first type in “BDSM” I would get a list of all the BDSM-relevant
subreddits.
So this is fantastic and now you can just click on it and you get redirected to the
subreddit on Reddit.

Part two: This is mass account creation.
With the strategy that I'm about to give you, it is going to be very important that
you have plenty of accounts waiting in reserve.
Because with the strategy that I use, you go through accounts very quickly so it's
very important to have a buildup of accounts that you have quick access to.
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The best way to do this is to create in Google accounts through SMSman.

So when you go on to Google, create a Google account and this is simply how we
do it so you type in some randomized name then the username you want it to be
unique but systemized, for example “johndoereddit001”. You’re going to have
hundreds of these accounts so give the names a clear structure that’s going to
make it easy for you or your VA to keep track and sign in.”

And that’s just a small portion of the video. Trust me, I would only include large
chunks of other people’s material in my own book if I truly believed it was valuable.
So make sure to watch the full video at www.youtube.com/watch?v=e101kGO1RpE

(I am in no way affiliated or partnered with him, this is not a promotional or paid
plug.)
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TWITTER

SETUP/SCHEDULE

- Make a compelling profile. Know who you are targeting. Have a relatable
banner, defining bio and clear CTA. (niche specific)

- Label your profile as NSFW

- “Mark media you tweet containing material that might be sensitive” (privacy
and settings, accounts, your tweets)

- Use comments to your advantage. Comment 30+ times a day, comment on
accounts with more than 10k+ followers, add value and remember to
comment on people in your niche.

- The art of tweeting for growth. Try to create 3 pieces of high quality content
every day and they should be picture/video content. E.g. a video of you
naked in a car. It should be wild and interesting. And add a caption such as
“what would you do if you found me like this”

- Saying things like ‘Retweet if you’d fuck me’ will increase engagement. It is
also a good idea to watermark the posts with your OF name so if they get
shared on other platforms people will still know where to sub to your models
OF.

- Retweet 5x a day.

- Download superpower for twitter

- Do follow and unfollow of targets in the adult niche
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- 5 sentence tweets a day, make sure your sexuality is attached to 80% of it. E.g.
“I would love to get stuffed like a turkey rn”, “the feminine urge to show off
my uterus for money on OF” etc.

- Use hashtags like:#onlyfansgirl #onlyfangirl #onlyfans #model #onlyfanz
#onlyfansbabe #lingerie #onlyfangirls #sexy #onlyfanscreator
#sellingcontent #beautiful #onlyfansspotlight #egirl #BBW #Porn
#Hardcoreporn

- Experiment with hashtags revolving around current events or trends also.

- Direct OF link in bio

- Disable precise location to target entire world demographic (settings and
privacy, privacy and safety, precise location)
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STRATEGY

- Follow similar creators in your niche with 100-200k followers. Don’t go higher
because then there’s too much competition from other models trying the
same strategy as you.

- Profile setup: first pinned post is the best photo of your model, next thread is
your Onlyfans link. Use an intriguing caption that will get engagement.

- Go to sex worker/onlyfans threads and post once a day.

- 10-15 comments a day as soon as notifs hit your phone (as close to America
evening time as possible).

- Create threads where you copy paste interesting standout stories from sexual
encounter stories subreddits.

- After 5k followers, you can charge 5-10 dollars for 7 posts per week.

- Have a custom flier made on Canva for promotions and provide testimonials.

- Zlappo to automate.

- With Zlappo, you can manage multiple accounts that target different
audiences.

- Follow trends, movies, world topics, music, etc. Create content around such
trends like cosplaying.

- Target keywords. For example, “me or the ps5”.
(That works because ps5 will always be trending amongst the gaming
community, a community that is filled with simps and incels, customers for
you. You can do the same with industries like gaming, streaming, sports, etc.
You can do soccer jersey outfits, and you can even do controversial soccer
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takes to get interactions. For example: “Didn’t get to go to the man united
game today, click here to find out what I did instead”. Remember the call to
action.)

- In every text tweet you post, you should be targeting one of these industries.

- Focus on 3 communities – your own niche, the liberal agenda (twitch
streamers like destiny), and the manosphere.

- Follow between 20-50 people in your niche. They should have 200-500k
followers.

- Do not piss the liberal agenda people off. You want their support because
these people are the largest consumers of your content. Find the majority of
twitch streamers.

- Try to piss the manosphere off as much as possible. Find trending threads,
especially if there’s one about onlyfans and harms of it blah blah blah.
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EXPLICIT OR NAH?

You will need to decide on what angle you want to have for your page. A majority of
twitter users have sensitive content turned off –most users don’t even know that
porn exists on the platform. However, if you do tap into the audience who allow their
accounts to see porn, the results can be evergreen.

1. Non-explicit page: much harder to build momentum, these pages are rare at
being constantly viral, but if you manage to with the right content chain, it will grow
crazy quick and get suggested by twitter and grow on autopilot even without posts
for a long time.

2. Explicit page: easier to build momentum, but your page is pushed mostly to an
audience that digests porn, so it takes a lot more to stand out.

Trends:

Jump on all trends and pre-plan them. Ask yourself and the net, what are some big
events/movies/albums etc coming out that will be trending on twitter?

Use these to your advantage and have content ready. Don’t focus on seasonal stuff
(Halloween, Christmas, etc.) because everybody does that. Think outside the box.
What upcoming event is huge but normie that you can remake into something
raunchy? The least expected ones will always do the best.
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Comment baiting:

Find big creators (but not too big, stick between 50-200k) within your niche. Set up
a dummy account which has all of them to See First.

Create a content bank of your videos/photos for various things. As soon as you’re
notified this creator has posted, open it, look at the post and find media from your
content bank to quickly post in under a minute under their post.

Make your caption related to theirs, perhaps as a response – it will do better. Like the
post on all accounts you have, retweet it to your page(s).

If you manage to get a comment to over 100 likes, reply to it with another post of
yours, many of those who engaged with it are likely to be notified.
The key is to always aim for top comment.
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TWITTER DIRECTMESSAGING:

Followers on Twitter don't get a notification when you tweet, but by default they do
get a notification frommessages.

- Tap the envelope icon on your profile and you will be directed to your
messages.

- To create a newmessage, tap on themessage icon.

- Enter the name/names or username/usernames of the people you wish to
send a DM to.

- You can include up to 50 people in a group message.

- Write your message.

- If you wish to attach a video, picture, or GIF, to the message, tap the photo
icon.

- For animated GIF, tap the GIF icon and search for it.

- In the end, tap the send icon from your Android device.

- In the case of an iOS device, tap the paper airplane icon.

- In case you are sending a Twitter DM via the web, then click Send button or
press the enter key.

Obviously this is time consuming so there are a lot of optionswhen it comes to bots
to do thismessaging outreach for your Twitter account.
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SFS

One of the best ways to grow the Twitter account is SFS with other OF models,
preferably models that fit into a similar niche as yours in order to maximize the
relevance to the target audience.

To look for these models and groups head on over to the Twitter search. You’ll want
to search for terms like “sw retweet group” and “sw sfs” and “swrt.” The “sw” stands
for “sex worker.” Also, try “onlyfans sfs” and variations of that search term. Also, try
“s4s” in addition to “sfs.”

After you perform a search, click or tap the “Latest” tab and you’ll see a bunch of
active models who are open and eager to trade shouts with you, usually on both
OnlyFans and Twitter.
If you’re just beginning and have few followers/fans, you may not be able to get
models with huge followings to trade with you, whereas if your model already has
an active Twitter that you are taking over, then more will be willing to operate s4s
with you.
Either way this is a very powerful way of consistently putting your model in front of
large audiences which will only lead to increased OF growth.

Don't restrict your outreach to models actively looking for SFS, somemay not yet be
aware of how powerful it can be so building a relationship with them is key.
If you actually think about it, the level of success you will have from an s4s from a
model who has never really done them before will be far higher than a model who is
spamming s4s constantly- little golden tip for you.
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Paid SFS- Through this method you will encounter offers of paid shoutouts.
If you are just starting out it is better to push organic methods and build
relationships with other models.
However, if you are inclined to go for a paid SFS, then prior to doing so ask to see
some previous results and the number of fans/social reach thatmodel has just to
ensure it will be an effectiveway to spendmoney.
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TIMELINE:

1000+ followers:
- Automate the process
- Schedule content daily
- Spend 1-2 hours per week setting everything up and let it work for you now

that you have momentum

5000+ followers:
- Continue to add more threads throughout the day as you grow
- Charge other creators for threads on your profile $5-$10 per 7 posts 1 daily
- Get the content and schedule it in one sitting to save time

10,000+ followers:
- Automation like with every other platform is key (little time with max output)
- Have a custom flier made on Canva for promotions and provide testimonials
- Testimonials for Onlyfans buyers and promo for other creators
- Zlappo is a good platform to automate

20,000+ followers:
- With Zlappo everything gets streamlined
- Create more Twitter accounts and start targeting different creators and

fanbases
- The higher the follower count the more eggshells you begin to walk on so

having multiple accounts is key
- Cross-promote your models on multiple accounts
- Much easier/better to have 5 accounts on 10k than 1 at 50k
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YOUTUBE

Just like Twitter, YouTube is also a long term play, but even longer.

Use an aged account, post one video, optimize your profile by adding a banner, link
to your creator’s bio, create a bright and attractive profile and write comments on
every video you watch.

If you are doing this strategically, you want to target youtube videos with primarily
male attention like podcasts, car videos, gaming, etc. I personally like going to those
soyboy channels and commenting something witty, like you talk shit about red pill
guys and basically dick ride the losers.

The audience for those channels are all losers, so the conversions are going to have
much higher percentages than other channels/videos. Do 10 minimum a day.
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CONTENT IDEAS:

- Day in the life

- Q&Amake up questions and copy others with a twist

- Try on hauls (you can get fans to send you outfits)

- Onlyfans journey

- Personal Vlog

- Gym (and other suggestive content such as yoga, riding a horse, etc.)

- Reviews

- Pick a niche & Humanize yourself (personality is important: without it, you are
just another pair of tits on the internet, you can find that on pornhub)

- Top tips for Onlyfans

- controversial video (why you won’t succeed, etc)

- ASMR

- cooking in lingerie

- suggestive yoga
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Repurpose TikToks
- Download without watermark
- Post as shorts
- Captions are important

Branding
- The name needs to be congruent
- Thumbnail: coloring, links, SFW photo

About section
- Correct links to all your socials
- A little description of who you are
- Don’t mention OF, a slight cue in videos nothing more

Commenting
- Similar to twitter, engage with other creators and niches with bigger following.

Posting on YT can be less frequent, around once a week is fine. The point of having a
YouTube is to have a long term ROI building in the background - sort of a
countermelody to TikTok.
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TELEGRAM

www.Combot.org/telegram/top/groups

SETUP

- Join as many groups as possible and just type in one generic message. Men
will literally hit you up in the DMs thinking they’re slick. They’re not.

- Remember to hide your phone number for privacy purposes.

- There are hundreds of groups dedicated to onlyfans on telegram, find the
ones that are meant for “shout for shouts”. Be prepared to have a screenshot
of your OF account and other verification pictures you’d need. Post things like
“searching for shoutouts with people with similar fan counts”. Remember to
add their @ as well as their link when you shoutout.

- Create your own Telegram channel. This will be like your subreddit, except
that you can post OF links directly to the platform. You can manage multiple
from one place, and very easy to link up.
Also create an automation bot that promotes OF in DMs. You can also create
a sticker pack brand. Just put like a GTA or borderlands filter on erotic
pictures and just create a sticker pack.
You can even commission a hentai artist to create custom designs for you.
^ Mostly extra stuff, no need at the beginning.

- Telegram posting should be like your personal subreddit, once every few
days.
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DISCORD

SETUP

Discord is by far one of theMOST underutilized platforms out there. Not many people
know about discord or how it works but it has been proven to be a great place to get
subscribers.

Discord is primarily a platform for gamers to communicate, so as you can imagine
lots of gamers on a platform = lots of money for onlyfans creators as the stereotype
is true (gamers don’t get laid).

Finding servers is a little bit more difficult than reddit. Start by using sites like
Disboard, as time passes other servers will be promoted in the servers that you’re
already in, and you can expand from there. You can also DMmembers of servers
you’re currently in and ask if they know of any similar ones.

- Make sure to set your pfp as a cute picture of yourself.
- Use www.disboard.org/search to find servers.
- Agree to rules, verify yourself, set your role & make an intro post.
- Intro post e.g. >

“Hey, my name is NAME :) I’ve come on discord in hope of making some lifelong
friends!
I love watching Netflix, fifty shades of gray is my fav! I also have a cat who is my
best friends and loves cuddles just as much as I do hehe x
I currently work as an Onlyfans model and it’s been going well so far! Feel free to
HMU anytime to talk more. Xx”

Most discord servers have a dedicated channel for promotion, if not, make sure to
abide by rules. Make sure to post a couple of cute pictures of yourself along with a
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long in-depth promotion message that tells them a little bit about yourself as well
as why they should join your Onlyfans.

Post example:

“Hey guys!
I’m so happy that I found this server as I can’t wait to share my pics to all of you :)
I’m an Onlyfans creator and I plan on reaching the top 0.1% as I’m sure you will see
what I mean when you join my onlyfans
My content is some of the filthiest and cutest stuff you will find!
If you join now I’ll send over a special video for a few lucky people. I was debating
sending this video out as it is so naughty.
I can’t wait to speak to you all more and get to know you better x
Speak soon xx”
“Boys DM me❤”

Discord Niches to join:

- Dating
- Gaming (Join all Gaming communities and test it out)
- Friends
- Chat
- Minecraft
- NSFW
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DATINGAPPS

SETUP

To warm up your Tinder account, act like a normal girl who’s on the app to find love.
- Swipe a little, turn it off for the day.
- Next day, there will be a notification on your phone that says there’s a sale for

a premiummembership.
- Click on the notification and buy premium.

(Clicking into the app via a notification makes the app think you’re an actual
human and not a bot)

Buy suicide accounts/burner phones with different sim cards, or you can just get
multiple phones with tinder gold.

20 phones is the best setup. For Tinder, 100 swipes a day, Okcupid 50, Bumble and
Hinge 20 and Match.com 20.

For the bio, make it simple but don’t mention Onlyfans. Make sure to plug your
instagram handle. Most dating apps don’t allow you to type the word “instagram”
into the bio, so just change the letter “i” to a lowercase ‘L” or something like that,
then put your username.
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STRATEGY

Get the men off the platforms and onto Instagram. Say something like “I’m so busy,
let's chat on Insta”, or “my < NAME OF DATING APP> keeps glitching me out, can we
chat on Insta?”

<The author of this is not extremely knowledgeable regarding DA strategies, so
contact a trusted manager or model to inquire about this.>
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PERSONALMODEL SITE/FUNNEL

LINKTREE:
- You can start out with something like linktree or any other free link software,

but the downside is that they can take down your OF links whenever they feel
like it. Simplest option, free, but limited.

PERSONAL DOMAIN:
- Purchase your own domain and name it in congruence to your model

nickname. This way you can measure traffic down to the bone and also have
no fear about your link getting taken down.

SETUP:
- Keep it simple, don’t add too many sections because it just makes the fan

confused.

- OF link

- Backup Fansly Link.

- Telegram Link.

- These will be displayed as large bars in the middle of your screen. Now this is
why I like the liberty to create my own web designs. On your own domain, you
can create a few small social media icons and place them on a corner of the
screen, these will represent your other socials like IG, Tiktok, Twitter, etc.
This way you can keep the main focus without hindering your fans’ ability to
find your other socials. It’s still okay if you don’t do this, because the
congruence in your model names on different platforms should make it easy
to find them anywhere using each platform’s native search tools.
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BUILDING YOUR TEAM (HIRING)

It’s finally time to assemble your special forces team. The perfect structure is 1
genius for each platform along with respective VA teams, but those guys are
EXTREMELY hard to find & formulate a deal with especially if you are a beginner.

Even if you’re just a Model, if you want to achieve BIG success EQUIVALENT to that of
models signed to powerful Agencies/Managers, you MUST hire a team to outsource
work as it is simply impossible to manage all the tasks yourself.

CHATTERS:

- Your ideal chatter is a stereotypical gay man in his 20s, as OBH says. You can
just go on Grindr and literally just say you’re hiring chatters for Onlyfans. If
anyone knows how to drain cash out of guys, it’s gay men.

- You can hire chatters on platforms like freelance.com, upwork.com,
onlinejobs.ph, onlyfans millions or you can run IG ads that target 2nd work
countries that say you’re hiring. If you don’t want to spend ad cost, you can
post a story advertising it.

- Or you can join communities of OF chatters. Ethan Bayliss has one, just find a
video of his and it should be in the description.

- They should be paid a commission as well as a base fee. I’ve already
explained this in the first few chapters. As an alternative, you can do it the
OBH way and pay your chatters 30%. Watch his video to understand why.
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GENERAL/ACCOUNTMANAGERS:

- These guys are a little bit harder to find because their job scope isn’t really
defined as it can vary from agency to agency.

- One way is to hire people that are close to you. Your friends, acquaintances,
etc.

- Or you can go by the same places that you find chatters, and just target
managers instead.

Use this copy to screen accountmanagers on sites like freelancer or upwork:

“I run an onlyfans agency that handles entire accounts related to an onlyfans client
account, whether it be twitter, reddit, instagram. You name it.
I also do the…

- Messaging
- Posts
- Marketing

I need someone who can help me automate the entire process because I want to
be able to handle 50 accounts but at the moment can only manage 2 at best
despite having multiple people wanting to work with me. Include “punani” in your
proposal so I know you’ve read it properly.

(skills required: twitter, marketing, instagram, tiktok, channel account
management, account management, customer experience)”

(You’re a model not an Agency, so change this script accordingly.)
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SCALING

CHATTING TEAM:

You need to have a 24/7 team, so hire from around the world.

They should be educated on upsell strategies, PPV strategies, and keep up with your
script building. This means that e.g. your post on OF that day was “I just bought this
nurse cosplay”, your chatters should be able to design a PPV upsell ladder script on
the spot and run that to your fans.

Ideally, you should experience chatting yourself first so that you can lay down your
info to your in-house chatters. If not you can just hire experienced ones or teach
them the textbook knowledge.

Make sure that they give daily reports, and keep themmanaged on an RDP or
something similar like Hubstaff to protect yourself from chatter scams. The
management of these chatters should also be outsourced later on.

CONTENT TEAM:

These are the guys in charge of content planning, strategy creation, scheduling and
keeping up with viral content. This can be the same guy as the person managing
the posting and marketing of the account. Ideally you should have an expert
working with you for each marketing platform.
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MARKETING TEAM:

They are in charge of your account growth, sustainability etc. For example they will
manage IGs, TikToks, Discords, Mother slave accounts and the sort. Colloquially
known as VAs and account managers.

These guys can be found in Telegram groups as well as hired on platforms like
freelancer and upwork.
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Conclusion

There you go, now you know what it takes to succeed on Onlyfans.

Although - to be perfectly honest - the goal of me crafting this is to show my models 
PRECISELY why my job is crucial… How COMPLICATED this game truly is. As a matter 
of fact, I didn’t even cover a whole bunch of strategies including: Mother Slave 
method, Tube Method, Snapchat, etc.

BUT…

If you’re a Model and you can GENUINELY pull off everything written in this book;

Scaling
Hiring
Management
Etc.

Then props to you, and keep winning.

Even if you don’t decide to partner with an Agency or create your own team, the 
marketing tips here should’ve helped you tremendously

Property of Grandgirls.net
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